
About the Future1000

United on a mission to increase

opportunities for young artists

and make music education more

accessible for all, Future1000 sees 

BBC Radio 1 DJ JAGUAR team up 

with FutureDJs to offer young women 

and gender minority students across 

the UK a free course which covers a 

range of industry career paths,

including radio presenting, DJ-ing,

music production and management.

Students receive:
• 12-part video course on DJ-ing, music production, radio presenting and mentorship, hosted by Jaguar• Opportunity to take part in nine live virtual events hosted by Jaguar and special guests, hosted throughout 2021

• 1-year license of Soundtrap (the cloud-based audio and music production software)• Supportive community network of key industry figures and artists
• Real industry opportunities once course is completed

Our partners



The first 100 school will receive, at no cost:
• FutureDJs lesson packs and materials
• One-year loan of Pioneer DJ decks
• 3 month free trial of Soundtrap with 500 seats
• 'How to DJ' book
• Poster and stickers pack

How to sign up
FutureDJs is working with schools 

across the UK to enrol students into 

the Future1000. School teachers

can nominate up to two students 

from their school for the programme. 

Click ‘Nominate students’ on the 

future1000.org website to get started.

Why study music

and DJ-ing?

Amazing, right?

Music and our minds

• Structured arts activities can increase 
children’s cognitive abilities and 
proficiency in maths and literacy.
(CIO, ‘Picking up STEAM: how arts can drive STEM leadership’) 

• One study stated that ‘listening to 
new music challenges the brain in a 
way that old music doesn’t’. DJs are 
constantly challenged to listen to and 
discover new music.
(John Hopkins Medicine, ‘Keep your Brain Young with Music’)

• Did you know? Nobel Laureates in 
science are x22 more likely to be 
involved in performing arts than the 
average scientist.
(Prolifiko, ‘The surprising creative hobbies of superstar scholars’)

Creativity and the future:

• The world economic forum stated that 
creativity was one of the top three core 
skills needed in the workplace in our 
future.
(World Economic Forum, Future of Jobs Report) 

• Researchers have found that project 
based learning, such as producing, 
builds on these skills: personal & 
social responsibility, planning, critical 
thinking, reasoning and creativity, 
communication skills cross-cultural 
understanding, visualising, decision 
making, and knowing how and when 
to use technology.
(Edutopia, ‘Project-based Learning Research Review’)

Music and our health:

• The University of Western Australia 
have found that participating in the 
arts for two hours a week can improve 
mental health and wellbeing.
(CTV News, ‘Interest in arts can boost mental health: study’)

• Did you know? Listening to music 
is known to reduce stress, elevate 
moods, keep your heart immune 
system healthier, reduce depression 
and even ease pain.
(University of Central Florida, ‘Your Brain on Music’)

We believe that DJ-ing and producing have many positive benefits and build up 
transferable skills from critical thinking, interpersonal skills, improved focus to multi-tasking.

But don’t just take our word for it.



About Jaguar
Jaguar is a broadcaster, DJ and journalist 
from London. Through her roles as host 
of BBC Introducing Dance on Radio 1 
and writer for the world’s leading dance 
music magazine Mixmag, Jaguar has 
become the voice of the next generation 
of electronic music talent and a go-to 
tastemaker within the scene.

FutureDJs works with schools and music hubs across the UK to provide:
• DJ-ing and music production lessons with visiting music tutors
• CPD for music teachers, giving them the confidence and skills to teach modern music• Music lesson resources and Soundtrap licenses• Live and recorded courses for students to learn in and outside of school

About the FutureDJs

FutureDJs has been working in schools 

around the UK since 2015, writing 

books about ‘How to DJ’, creating 

digital resources for teachers to deliver 

modern music lessons and setting the 

standard for DJ-ing with the world’s 

first graded DJ exams in partnership 

with the University of West London and 

regulated by Ofqual. All their tutors have 

experience teaching in schools and are 

qualified to degree level at a minimum.
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